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Dear Applicant:


Thank you for your interest in working with the FEED Nutrition Consulting team. As a nutrition 
expert and mother of two, I have dedicated my career to helping families understand the 
importance of proper nutrition throughout all stages of life. From addressing food allergies and 
feeding behaviors to meal planning and recipe suggestions, my mission is to help families 
understand how to teach their children to make healthy eating decisions, and in turn, prevent 
future disease.


Please take a look around my website to see if our nutrition philosophies would be a good fit. 
I’m looking for a hard-working, creative individual, with a strong passion for nutrition. If you 
have at least 10 hours per week to volunteer, I would love to learn more about you.


WHAT I AM LOOKING FOR: In general, I’m looking for weekly help on the following tasks. 
However, priorities shift quickly, these are not all-inclusive. Here are a few general 
expectations:


• Update on daily nutrition topics through various media channels (medical journals, news 
media - TV, newspaper, magazines, online)


• Pitch ideas for media outlets for TV, print, blog posts, Facebook, Instagram

• Develop/cultivate new ideas for Pinterest/recipes

• Assist as needed to prepare for events, speaking engagements, news segments


WHAT I HOPE TO OFFER YOU: Although this is an unpaid internship experience, you’ll 
receive insight into the daily tasks of a private practice and the varying roles of a dietitian, 
along with:

• Hands-on learning experience on how to own/operate a private practice Opportunities to 

shadow during client meetings

• Honest feedback on your strengths and areas to improve upon

• A recommendation letter and/or reference for future internships, school or employment 

opportunities.


If you are interested in applying, please email lara@feednutrition.com with the following

• Interest Checklist

• Writing Samples Form

• Your time-commitment/availability 

• Resume/CV


Once we receive and review your paperwork, I will be in contact shortly to discuss internship 
options. Thank you again for your interest in FEED. I look forward to hearing from you. 


Healthy regards,


Lara Field, MS, RD, CSP, LDN

Owner/Founder of FEED Nutrition Consulting


